
The Gadgets That Should Have Been In The
Box - Unboxing the Missing Essentials
The excitement of unboxing a new gadget is often unparalleled. As you carefully
unwrap the packaging, there's a sense of anticipation as you prepare to explore
the device's features and capabilities. However, nothing can be more
disappointing than realizing that some essential gadgets are not included in the
box.

This article aims to shed light on the gadgets that should have accompanied your
device, offering insights into their importance and exploring why they were left
out. Let's dive into the unboxing experience and discover the missing essentials.

The Wireless Charger - Power Without the Hassle

Gone are the days when fumbling with cables and connectors is necessary to
charge your device. Wireless chargers have become a staple in today's tech-
savvy world. Yet, finding one in the box can often be a challenge.
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A wireless charger allows you to power up your device by simply placing it on a
charging pad. This convenience eliminates the hassle of untangling cords or
replacing torn cables. With the omission of this essential gadget, you may find
yourself hunting for a wireless charger separately, adding an extra cost to your
purchase.

Auxiliary Cables - Your Gateway to Quality Sound

For audio enthusiasts, auxiliary cables are a must-have. These cables connect
your device to external speakers, amplifiers, or car audio systems, allowing you
to enjoy superior sound quality. However, it's disappointing to realize that you
need to acquire these cables separately, especially after spending a considerable
amount on your device.

Providing an auxiliary cable in the box would have enabled you to enjoy
immersive audio experiences right from the start without any extra expenses.
Perhaps it's time manufacturers reevaluate what constitutes essential
accessories in the package.

Multifunctional Adapters - Versatility at Your Fingertips

As devices become smaller and more streamlined, one common omission from
the box is a multifunctional adapter. These compact yet powerful gadgets allow
you to connect various peripherals, such as USB drives, HDMI cables, or even
SD cards, to your device.

By excluding the multifunctional adapter from the box, manufacturers limit your
device's compatibility and functionality. Forcing users to purchase it separately
disregards the fact that a significant number of users require these essential
connections right from the start.

Screen Protectors - Safeguarding Your Investment



One of our biggest fears when unboxing a new gadget is accidentally scratching
or damaging the screen. While some manufacturers may include a screen
protector, it's often an accessory that's missing from the box.

A screen protector helps to shield your device's display against scratches,
fingerprints, and even accidental drops. Without it, you may find yourself investing
extra money in acquiring a screen protector, leaving your device vulnerable in the
meantime.

Unboxing a new gadget is an experience filled with anticipation and excitement.
However, the disappointment of finding essential gadgets missing from the box
can leave a sour taste in your mouth. From wireless chargers to auxiliary cables,
multifunctional adapters to screen protectors, these missing essentials can
quickly become a burden.

As consumers, it's important to demand more comprehensive packages from
manufacturers. Including these gadgets in the box not only improves the user
experience but also provides better value for your investment. By reevaluating
what constitutes essential accessories, manufacturers can eliminate the need for
separate purchases and enhance the joy of unboxing the perfect gadget.
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The Windows 10 May 2019 Update adds a host of new and improved features to
Microsoft’s flagship operating system—and this jargon-free guide helps you get
the most out of every component.

This in-depth Missing Manual covers the entire system and introduces you to the
latest features in the Windows Professional, Enterprise, Education, and Home
editions. You’ll learn how to take advantage of improvements to the Game Bar,
Edge browser, Windows Online, smartphone features, and a lot more.

Written by David Pogue—tech critic for Yahoo Finance and former columnist for
The New York Times—this updated edition illuminates its subject with technical
insight, plenty of wit, and hardnosed objectivity.
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